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 This application is intended to help users with appQuantify appQuantify feature in XisoManager v 1.5.1 - appQuantify appQuantify application file management, analysis, storage and utilities. Features: All existing application files are instantly identified, all known shortcuts are located and all shortcuts are displayed with metadata, Download, install and uninstall applications, replace all files and
shortcuts, delete shortcuts, replace shortcuts and confirm the deletion of files in the target folder, install all missing applications, backup and restore application files, uninstall all applications, select all files and locate their Xiso file, instant search of all files, Xiso file optimization, The ability to install applications, remove applications and replace shortcuts using drag&drop, Save and restore

applications to cloud drive with optional encryption or without encryption, Move and copy files and shortcuts using drag&drop, the ability to send files and folders to the cloud drive and perform instant file search in the cloud drive, the ability to view metadata of all files and folders, the ability to list all applications and their shortcut files, the ability to view all shortcut files and list all applications and
their shortcut files, the ability to backup all applications and their shortcut files, the ability to restore all applications and their shortcut files, the ability to backup and restore all applications and their shortcut files, the ability to transfer all applications and their shortcut files to a cloud drive, the ability to optimize the working environment and the system files by sorting applications and shortcuts in a

particular order, the ability to find and replace all applications and their shortcuts with similar applications, the ability to find and replace all applications and their shortcuts with similar applications. Xiso Manager 1.3.1 77 is a professional software for portable devices with applications and shortcuts, Xiso Manager 1.3.1 77 for Windows (all platforms) offers a comprehensive application to sort,
manage and process the files and shortcuts on your portable device. Find similar applications and their shortcuts. It provides information about the application, the shortcut, the application file size and other information. You can also easily move and copy all applications and their shortcuts to other directories or to the cloud drive. Download Xiso Manager 1.3.1 77, Install Xiso Manager 1.3.1 77 for

your PC and it will help you to organize and manage your applications and shortcuts files, the best portable application for the job. Features: all existing application files are instantly identified, all known shortcuts are located and all shortcuts are displayed with metadata, backup and restore applications and their shortcut files, search 520fdb1ae7
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